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At diyframed.com we believe in the more we teach you, 
the more you will enjoy your new hobby or business. 
This is why unlike others in the industry we believe 
education should be FREE! 

diyframed.com has put together 40 years of picture 

framing experience in our DIY How To Notes which can 
be printed off from this PDF. We also have our own 
Youtube Channel called diyframed.com/youtube so 
please take a look! 

We will soon be releasing a comprehensive YouTube 

library of How To videos which will cover everything from 
making your first frame to mounting embroideries and 
framing sports memorabilia. 

Now there is no need to do those expensive courses that 
end in a hard sell at the end of the day. You can refer 

back to our education pages 24/7 and learn at your own 
pace! 

If you have a suggestion for a How To Video or Note 
please email us at info@diyframed.com
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HOW TO...
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What you will need:
1 x Artwork
1 x Mat Board 
1 x Mat Master™ Rule
1 x Mat Master™ Bevel Cutter
1 x 2H Pencil

Difficulty Rating:

+++++

PROJECT:  #25105 Cutting a reverse mat is similar to cutting a single mat.  However for a reverse bevel the rule is

positioned on the outside of the pencil line, thus the blade of the bevel cutter  cuts the mat board

at a reverse angle. A Reverse bevel does not show a 45o slat (bevel) on the inside edge of the mat.

Instead, the edge casts a small shadow around the inner edge of the mat.  This is most desirable

for fine line drawings, lithographs or other artwork that show subtle shadings or fine penwork.

Instructions (same procedure for any mat cutter)

1. Complete the Picture Framing Worksheet-Work Notes #25100.
Place the mat face down on the work bench and make sure

you have a piece of card underneath the mat to protect the

work bench and the face of the mat. Grey Box Board -

#80020 is ideal for mat cutting.

Note: Do not use resealable cutting mats as they are too

dense and will break the tip off the end of the blade.

2. Cut down the Mat Board to the required size using a sharp

craft knife or use the Mat Master™ 90Þ Straight Cutter.

3. Using the measuring scale on the rule, mark out on the back

of the mat using a sharp pencil,  the desired border width

is no less than 65mm (if less you will not be able to see the

pencil lines whilst cutting).

Make sure you carry the lines

out to the outer edges. Use a

2H pencil for light, sharp

lines - see fig. 1.

4. An alternative way to mark

out the mat is to use the

FrameCo Line Maker™.

5. Align the rule on the pencil line so the line is just visible,

then attach the #201 cutting head to the rule - see fig. 2. 

The rule should be located on the inside edge of the line so

that the bevel cutter is located over the border being cut.

6. To begin cutting, align the start/stop silver line on the cutting

head inside the start (or bottom) pencil line approx 1mm.

Press the blade into the board, lower your arm and push the

cutter away from you up towards the finish pencil line,

finishing 1mm before the finish pencil line - fig.3. You might

have to manually use a sharp scalpel blade to finish off the

corners neatly - see fig. 4.

7.   Rotate the mount

clockwise by 90o and

repeat for the 

remaining sides.

8.    Turn the mat face up to

reveal a reverse cut

mount.

M
at M

aster ™
M

at M
aster ™

Start cutting 1mm in from the
pencil line and stop 1mm in from
the finish pencil line

NB: Bevel
Cutter on
outside edge

fig. 2

fig. 3

fig. 1

Line Maker™

REVERSE MAT
C U T  A

#14201L Mat Master™ #201 Bevel Cutter
#14201R    Mat Master™ #201 Bevel Cutter

#14209    Mat Master™ Rule
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What you will need:
1 x Artwork
1 x Mat Board 
1 x Mat Master™ Rule
1 x Mat Master™ Bevel Cutter
1 x 2H Pencil

Difficulty Rating:

+++++

PROJECT:  #25108 A Stepped mat adds a distinctive feature to a single plain mat,

drawing the viewers eye into the artwork - see koala picture below.

Instructions (same procedure for any mat cutter)

1. First we will need to measure the artwork and determine

the size of the margins. Mark up the board - 

as per the directions for a single mat - see fig. 1.

2. For our example we have decided to have a 10mm - 3/8”

step, so measure up for an additional set of lines 10mm -

3/8” further in towards the centre of the mat.  These lines

will create the width of the step.  Draw the second set of

lines (see fig. 2).

3. Begin cutting on the step lines (see fig. 3).  This small cut

goes from the outside to the inside start line along the

inside mat line (see X to X). Rotate the mat 90o clockwise,

until you have cut all the small 8 step sides (see fig. 3 & 4).

4. Move the margin guide or your rule, to the outside

measurement and begin cutting the long sides (see Y to Y).

Rotate the mount clockwise until you have cut the

four\long sides (see fig. 5 & 6).  To ensure you cut on the

correct lines highlight the lines to be cut with a marker

before starting to cut - see fig.7.

Hint: If you desire, you can highlight this instep mat by 

making it into a double mat. Repeat the exact same

procedure for cutting a double standard double mat 

(See Work Notes #25102) and incorporate the above instep

mat procedures.

fig. 1  Draw single line

fig. 2  Draw parallel line

fig. 3  Step cut - Start

place the
cutter on the

inside line

fig. 4  Step cut - Finish

place the cutter
on the inside line

fig. 5  Long cut - Start

place the
cutter on

the outside
line

Y

fig. 6  Long cut - Finish

place the cutter on
the outside line

Y

STEPPED CORNER
C U T  A

#14201L Mat Master™ #201 Bevel Cutter
#14201R    Mat Master™ #201 Bevel Cutter

#14209    Mat Master™ Rule



HOW TO...
Frame like a professional!

FrameCo

What you will need:
1 x Artwork
2 x Mat Board 
1 x Mat Master™ Rule
1 x Mat Master™ Bevel Cutter
1 x 2H Pencil

Difficulty Rating:

+++++

PROJECT:  #25102

#14201L Mat Master™ #201 Bevel Cutter
#14201R    Mat Master™ #201 Bevel Cutter

#14209    Mat Master™ Rule

#17035    Double Sided Tape 12mm x 33m

#14418  Line MakerTM

A Double Mat on an image will add more interest to the design of your framing. 

By choosing colours that compliment the picture, the image will be enhanced and become sharper.

These colours will also help lead the eye from the frame into the picture, which is the central

focus. The “secret” to cutting double mats, so that the inner mat is exactly parallel to the outer,

is not to cut two separate mats!  You can achieve perfect double mats every time by following the

method below.  As a rule of thumb, place the lighter colour over the darker colour.

Top mat (white) 20 X 30cm. 
Bottom mat (black) - slightly smaller.

fig.1

Instructions (same procedure for any mat cutter)

The best way, is to cut the top mat first, adhere the two mats
together, then cut the bottom mat. 
(Refer to How to cut a Single Mat #25101)

Example: 20cm x 30cm double mat with 6cm border.

1. Cut the outside dimensions for the top mat 20 x 30cm.  Cut

the outside dimensions for the bottom mat slightly smaller

- eg.19 x 29cm (see fig. 1). 

2. Cut out the window in the top mat with a 5.5cm border,

keep the drop-out (see fig. 2). Work Notes #25101

Note: (i) As we are cutting a double mat the top border size

needs to be 5mm smaller to reveal the colour of the

bottom mat.

(ii) Remember, we cut all mats from the reverse side - so

all our pencil markings are on the back of the mat.

3. Place the top mat face down on your table top. 

Replace the drop out back into the window (see fig. 3).

4. Apply strips of double sided tape to the back of the top

mat, plus an extra piece in the centre of the drop out.

Then attach the bottom mat colour face down onto the

back of the top mat (see fig. 4).  Ensure that you affix the

bottom mat centrally to the back of the top mat. 

5. Mark out on the back of the bottom mat for a 6cm border

- use the outer edges of the top mat as your reference
edge for measuring. Cut the mat window in the normal

way (see fig. 5).

The reason for cutting the bottom

mat smaller is to ensure that you

use the outer edges of the top
mat to measure for both border
widths. That way the sides of the

double mat will be parallel.

Replace the drop-out back into the
window

fig.3

Cut the top mat
fig.2

Apply double sided tape to back
fig.4

Adhere the inner mount to the top mount
fig.5

DOUBLE MAT
C U T  A

W I T H  A  
M A T  M A S T E R  S Y S T E M

Drop-out

Double sided tape
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HOW TO...
Frame like a professional!
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What you will need:
1 x Artwork
1 x Mat Board 
1 x Mat Master™ Rule
1 x Mat Master™ Bevel Cutter
1 x 2H Pencil

Difficulty Rating:

+++++

PROJECT:  #25117

item one

item one

This intriguing looking mat is quite distinctive and should attract a lot of attention and it isn't

difficult to create.

Instructions
1. Firstly working on the back of the mat board, which has

previously been cut, to the required overall mat size, rule off

3 margins, e.g. 5cm, 5.5cm & 6cm increments - see fig 1.

2. The first step is to commence cutting out the four small

windows on each corner. Cut these windows out as you would

cut out a normal window, don't be put off by its small size. It

is probably a wise move to cut out each window separately and

progressively work your way around the board cutting each

window out individually. Make sure that the mat board is kept

flat on your work surface at all times, do not lift and turn it as

you proceed to the next corner. It is very important to keep the

four small discards in place, so keep it flat - see fig 2. 

In certain circumstances (if the margin is narrow) it may be

necessary to extend the pencil lines out onto your work surface

to enable you to line up the start and finish lines.

NB: When cutting out the small corner squares, make sure you

have the cutter on the correct side to ensure the bevel is the

same way on all sides.

3. The final cutting operation is to cut out a standard window.

Using the middle set of lines start and finish at the middle

lines, but don't forget keeps the mat flat on your work
surface - see fig 3.  

4. To give this mat even greater impact, add a double mat using

the inside set of lines and cut out a standard single window, it

truly is a very distinctive mat indeed - see fig 4.

OFFSET MAT
C U T  A N

fig.1.

fig.2.

fig.3.

fig.4.

#14201L Mat Master™ #201 Bevel Cutter
#14201R    Mat Master™ #201 Bevel Cutter

#14209    Mat Master™ Rule
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What you will need:
1 x Artwork
1 x Mat Board 
1 x Mat Cutter
1 x Circle Cutter
1 x LineMaker

Difficulty Rating:

+++++

PROJECT:  #25111

#14201L Mat Master™ #201 Bevel Cutter
#14201R    Mat Master™ #201 Bevel Cutter

#14209    Mat Master™ Rule

#14513    Mat Master™ Circle Cutter Arm

#14418  Line MakerTM

KOBI CORNERS
C U T

Kobi Corner mounts are for period style images,

architecture, and some automotive subjects. The lines

accentuate the line work in the image. 

This mount is quite easy to cut. With the FrameCo bevel

cutter combined with the Circle Cutter any size and

combination of sizes can be cut. Variations can be a

double mat, Kobi corners in the top of the mount only

with right angle corners in the base, and also combined

with a standard V-Groove. 

Instructions
Step 1 Mark out on the back of the mount

board two sets of lines as shown in

step 1. Line "A" will be the chosen

border width of the mount. Line "B"

will be the size of the instep.  As a

guide we suggest that distance

between A & B should be quite

small eg 3cm - 3/4" and the circle

diameter at 5cm - 2".

Step 2 Cut the circles at each corner of

the mat, however only cut 3/4 of

the circle..not a complete circle.

This will assist in making the other

cuts for the steps easier.

Step 3 Highlight the step cuts as on the

diagram, then proceed to cut ONLY

the small step cuts with your

FrameCo bevel cutter. It's quite

easy to see the start and stop

lines. Then bevel cut along the

outside parallel stright lines using

the inside parallel lines as your

start and stop points. 

Step 4 If you have any undercuts

complete these with a sharp mat

blade, cutting from the front of

the mount. 

STEP 1.

STEP 2.

STEP 3.

STEP 4.

A BA
B
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Difficulty Rating:

+++++

PROJECT:  #25109

#14201L Mat Master™ #201 Bevel Cutter
#14201R    Mat Master™ #201 Bevel Cutter

#14209    Mat Master™ Rule

#14513    Mat Master™ Circle Cutter Arm

#14418  Line MakerTM

ROMAN ARCH
C U T  A

fig. 8

fig. 9

fig. 10

fig. 11

fig. 12

fig. 13

How to cut an arch top mat 
An arch top mat is really a rectangle mat with a circle top.

1. To layout the design for an Arch Top mat, first cut the mat

board to the desired outside dimensions. Then rule up for a

standard rectangle mat in the normal way, marking out the

border width lines on the back of the mat.  DO NOT draw in

the top line of the rectangle.  Then, draw one further pencil

line dividing the rectangle in half vertically - extend this line

top to bottom of the mat.   fig. 8. 

2. The size of the circle to be cut will be determined by the

width of the rectangle window. The circle should also be

smaller than the width of the window. Approx. 1cm or  1/3” is

ideal. This will insert a small step where the sides of the

rectangle meets the sides of the circle. This is a more reliable

method than trying to match up the two different cuts. fig. 9. 

3. Once you have established the diameter of the circle, position

the centre point on the center line. The top of the circle arch

should be the same distance from the top of the mat as the

other three border widths. Using a compass or the pencil

holder attached to the end of the Mat MasterTM Circle Cutter

Arm, draw in a circle in the open top of the pencil drawn

rectangle on the back of the mat. Once you are happy with the

position mark the centre and piece the mat through to the

front using the spike.   fig. 10.

4. Finally the position of the step has to be established. This can

be at any point between the middle of the circle and 1/4 from

the top of the circle. Usually 1/3 down from the circle top is

ideal. Rule a line across the circle to mark the top of the

window.   fig. 11. 

5. Turn the mat coloured side up ready to cut the circle. Add a

scrap cutting board  under board, postion the circle cutter in

the pre pierced hole and start to cut the circle.  Start at

approx 4 o’clock cutting around to 8 o’clock position, DO NOT

cut a full circle.   fig. 12.

6. Once the circle has been cut into the front of the mat, turn

the mat over, and cut the rectangle using the FrameCo Bevel

cutter. Cut the top side which bisects the circle last. 

What you will need:
1 x Artwork
1 x Mat Board 
1 x Mounting Tape
1 x Trimming Knife
1 x Mat Cutter
1 x Circle Cutter
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What you will need:
1 x Artwork
1 x Mat Board with pre cut window
1 x Fome Core - backing board

Difficulty Rating:

+++++

PROJECT:  #25116

#14201L Mat Master™ #201 Bevel Cutter
#14201R    Mat Master™ #201 Bevel Cutter

#14209    Mat Master™ Rule

#80011  Fome Core

#17035    Double Sided Tape 12mm x 33m

Wrapped Bevel Mounts are a unique look,

creating a rich depth and dimension to your

mounts. They are easy to create using your

existing tools, it's a professional touch that

enhances and adds value to all your artwork.  

STEP 1 Cut a mount to fit your picture. 
STEP 2 Fit the the Deep Cut blade to the bevel cutter-

using outer hole. 

STEP 3 Bevel cut four strips of fomecore about same
width of the mount.

STEP 4 Cut four strips of the feature paper.  

STEP 5 Apply double-sided tape close to the bevelled
edge on both sides of each fomecore strip.

STEP 6 Remove the protective film on the tape. 

STEP 7 Lay first strip onto the feature paper allowing
small overlap.

STEP 8 Remove protective film on otherside.

STEP 9 Fold the fomecore strip over.

STEP 10 Firm and crease paper into place.

STEP 11 Adhere the paper to all strips then line up all the
strips ready to cut the “reverse” bevel one end.

STEP 12 Bevel cut the ends of all four strips.

STEP 13 Apply double sided tape to all four sides

STEP 14 Position -do not adhere- one strip under one side
of mount, then slide second strip in. Fig 1.

STEP 15 Adhere this strip in place. Repeat for all sides 
Result is a pinwheel pattern of all sides
adhered to the under side of mount. Fig 2.

STEP 16 Cut off the excess.

STEP 1 STEP 2

STEP 3 STEP 4

STEP 5 STEP 6

STEP 7 STEP 8

STEP 9 STEP 10

STEP 11 STEP 12

STEP 13 STEP 14

STEP 15 STEP 16

3 or 5mm fome core
Double sided tape

Reverse bevel
Bevelled edge & Feature paper

WRAPPED MOUNT
D E E P  A C C E N T  B E V E L

Fig 2.Fig 1.
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What you will need:
1 x Mat Master™ Rule/System
1 x Craft Trimming Knife
1 x 2H Pencil

Difficulty Rating:

+++++

PROJECT:  #25115
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Tips for cutting a Multi-Opening Mat:
1. Always mark out and cut from the back of the mat board
2. Always use a sharp H2 pencil
3. Always use a sharp blade in the MatMaster cutting head
4. Always use a slip mat such as grey box board or an off-cut piece of matboard
5. Always cut with the rule resting on the left hand side of the window
6. Always rotate the mat board, not the rule
7. Always try to make all the measurements in increments of 5mm

Before starting to cut, do one final check. Put the artwork/photos on the pencil markings you have made on the
rear of the matboard. Make sure the artwork overlaps these lines as you do not want to a cut a hole that is too
big! When you remove the picture, place an ‘X’ pencil mark on the part to be cut. It can become confusing which
windows are to be cut out and which are not.

To ensure that the bevel is cut the correct way for each opening, before making each 
cut check that the rule is located on the left hand side of the window, and therefore the 
cutting head will be located over the “hole” being cut.

Sample

Sample

MULTI-OPENING MAT
C U T  A

#14201L Mat Master™ #201 Bevel Cutter
#14201R    Mat Master™ #201 Bevel Cutter

#14209    Mat Master™ Rule
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Difficulty Rating:

+++++

PROJECT:  #25208

#14435   Jumper Tacks

#80011    Fome Core

#14225    Trimming Knife

A framed football jumper / jersey / shirt, basketball singlet, cap or other sporting memorabilia is a

really impressive item to have displayed on any sports fans wall. The great thing about framing these

types of objects is that it is not as hard as most people think, especially using FrameCo Jumper Tacks.

Instructions
Place the jumper onto an appropriate colored mat board with the

colored side facing up; this mat board will form the background color

for the jumper. When positioning the jumper lay it in the center of the

board, which can then be trimmed back down to size at a later stage. 

1. Carefully and lightly mark the outside dimensions of the jumper

onto the mat board, next using FrameCo Needlework Tape, apply

the double sided tape marginally in from the outside dimensions of

the jumper around the edges of where the jumper will be secured

to the mat board. Peel off the backing paper off the tape and

lightly position and secure the jumper to the mat board. The

Needlework Tape allows you to reposition the jumper and remove

any unwanted creases or folds, then when you are satisfied with the

jumpers' position and layout, proceed to permanently fix the

jumper to the board by pressing the jumper very firmly down onto

the tape - see fig 1.

2. Now that the jumper is fixed to the mat board, gently slide your

hand inside the jumper and pre-pierce the jumper at the positions

marked - see fig 2. Pierce through the jumper and through the mat

board with a sharp pointed tool. Next push the FrameCo Jumper

Tacks through the holes and secure them with the locking disc on

the back of the mat board. The excess thread can then be nipped

off with a pair of pliers. 

3. Now that the jumper is securely mounted measure up the work so

that you can cut out a window from a second mat board, having cut

out this mat you can position it around the jumper, try and leave a

reasonable amount of the base mat showing to enhance the colors

of the team. Before mounting this top mat it is wise to cut four

strips of fomecore about 2-3cm narrower than the top mat and stick

them to the backside of the top mat, this will then build the top mat up and away from the

jumper and enhance the three dimensional aspect of the work. Carefully line up the top mat

and stick it to the base mat using double sided tape - see fig 3.  

4. Finally trim off the excess sides of the baseboard and make the frame to hold the work and

present it proudly hanging on the wall.

Hint: If you want a more stretched and flatter looking appearance you can always cut a piece of

strawboard or 3mm Fome Core to the size of the jumper and slide it up inside the jumper prior

to piercing the holes, you can also use extra needlework tape on the front of this board and this

will assist you to remove all folds and ripples from the jumper, Make sure that when you are

cutting out the pattern in the board that you come 2-3cm inside away from the sleeves and neck

so that it is not visible when the work is finished.

Have a go at this project it is very satisfying to see the end results.

FOOTBALL JUMPER
F R A M E A

Jumper Tacks

Needlework Tape

Needlework Tape
#17408    38mm x 10M - 11/2“ x 33’
#17409    12mm x 10M - 1/2“ x 33’

What you will need:
1 x Item to Frame
1 x Jumper Tacks
1 x Fome Core - backing board
1 x Needlework Tape
1 x Mounting Tape
1 x Trimming Knife
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Difficulty Rating:
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PROJECT:  #25204

#10120   Universal Mitre Saw Proman

#10128   Complete Measuring System Base

#10106   Strap Clamp Kit

#14730   PushMaster®

A box frame is a fantastic way to present some really great works that need to be presented in a

three dimensional aspect, but it is still a good idea to use a mat shadow box or pan shadow box

to gain maximum effect.  A relatively easy way to make a shadow box utilizes a plain square or

flat style moulding that can be made into a shadow box and this method allows the art work to

be mounted very simply.

Instructions
1. Select a plain flat square style moulding and instead of cutting

the mitre corners in the conventional way, position the

moulding in your mitre saw vertically with the rebate facing

upwards - see fig 1.

2. Cut the eight cuts to the required size as in a normal frame but

remember the cuts are vertical not horizontal.  

3. Having cut all four sides, join the box frame together using 

v-nails and PVA glue and naturally the rebate will form the

backside and the edge will form the front side - see fig 3.  

4 Select the moulding of your choice and make the frame to suit

the outside dimensions of the box frame;  it is a good idea to

install a mat into this project but the mat will fit into the

frame and not the box frame.

5. Prior to assembling the work, cut and stick strips of the same

color mat board into the inside edges of the box frame,

ensuring that the strips do not overlap the front edge of the

box frame or rebate side of the box frame. Make sure that the

strips are a tight neat fit into the inside corners of the box

frame, this will give a nice clean finish to the inside of the box

frame - see fig 3.

6. Final assembly of the box frame can now take place, cut and

install the glass into the frame, fit the mat into the frame

against the glass, then fit the box frame against the back of the

mat board with the rebate side facing outwards. To hold the

box frame into the back of the frame, insert screw eyes into

the sides of the box frame with your Pushmaster at the same

depth of the rebate of the frame - see fig 4.  Finally screw self-

tapping screws down into the back of the frame through the

screw eyes - see fig 5.  The box frame will now be firmly held

in place as will the mat and glass.

7. The final step is to install the backboard with the artwork

mounted to it into the exposed rebate of the box frame, secure

it into place with backing nails and seal with backing tape.

And there you are, a very stunning box frame that is easy to make

and you can display a myriad of things.

BOX FRAME
M A K E A

fig.1.

fig.2.

fig.3.

fig.4.

fig.5.

What you will need:
1 x Mat Board with pre cut window
1 x Fome Core - backing board
1 x Gummed Cloth Tape
1 x Mounting Tape
1 x Trimming Knife
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Difficulty Rating:

+++++

PROJECT:  #25253

#W4 10 LST Stretcher Bar Moulding

#13202   Canvas Pliers

#10106   Strap Clamp

#14730   PushMaster®

STRETCH
H O W  T O

A  C A N V A S
O R  T A P E S T R Y

When a canvas is to be framed it must be securely stretched and mounted over a stretcher frame.

Stretcher bar moulding has a tapered front face that slopes down to the inside of the frame when

assembled, so the artwork only touches the outer edge.

Instructions
1 Lay the canvas face up and measure the image area, ie. width and height. Be sure to check

that the image has been painted squarely on the canvas, if it is not square use the smaller

dimensions, as this eliminates the risk of making the stretcher frame to large and hence some

of the white unpainted canvas may been seen inside the frame. Ideally measure the canvas

approximately 5mm - 1/4” smaller than the actual image on all sides. 

2 When cutting the stretcher bar make sure you use the outside dimensions of the bar. This is

because we will be stretching the canvas over the outside edges of the frame.

Having cut the stretcher bar to the required lengths, clamp and join it with the Strap Clamp

and PushMaster®.

3 To fix the canvas or tapestry to the frame, firstly lay the canvas flat face/image side down.

Position the frame in the center of the work and make sure that it is the correct size.

4 Starting at the top and center of the work, fold the canvas over the back of the frame, then

using a hand stapler / tacker fasten staples into the edge of the canvas. Continue this

procedure moving alternatively from left to right out from the center of the work until the

whole top edge of the work is fastened. Place the staples at approximately 2-3cm - 1” gaps.

5 Next step is to stretch the bottom edge of the artwork and to ensure that the canvas is

tensioned firmly. The best tool for attaining the correct tension, are canvas stretching pliers.

These pliers have very wide jaws that grip the canvas without damaging it. Grasp the center

of the canvas and pull it tightly over the back of the stretcher frame, then staple the bottom

of the canvas onto the edge of the stretcher bar, again use an alternating action of left to right

on either side of the center of the work until the outside edges of the frame is reached. Fig 1.

6 Next repeat these steps on the two remaining sides.

7 When all sides are stapled fold the canvas over the back of the frame and staple it down into

the backside of the bar, again at 2-3cm - 1” spacing. To finish off the corners simply fold the

excess canvas over and staple down.

8 To frame the project make an outer frame as normal, then fit the canvas into the frame. To

hold it in the frame screw eyes can be placed into the edge of the stretcher bar frame piercing

the canvas at the same height as the rebate of the frame. Then just screw normal self tapping

screws down into the back of the outer frame, by placing several screw eyes around the work

it will be securely held in place. Fig 2.

NOTE Large, heavy woolen tapestries can be framed using this technique as well.

Fig 2.

S c r e w e y e
Screw

Fig 1.

What you will need:
1 x Stretcher Bar Moulding
1 x Staple Gun
1 x Canvas Pliers
1 x Strap Clamp
1 x PushMaster®
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Difficulty Rating:

+++++

PROJECT:  #25118

#14718   Shadow Box Gauge

#14400    GrooveMaster™ V-Groove Kit

#14209    Mat Master™ Rule

#14225    Trimming Knife

Shadow box mats are a great way to enhance your framed works that are three-dimensional. Paper

tole, dried floral arrangements, sports memorabilia, ribbon embroidery and medals to name a few.

Consider framing them in a shadow box to accentuate their three dimensional aspect. There are

basically two types of shadow boxes that you can choose from.  Firstly the conventional 90o square

corner or the more eye catching pan shadow box.  Using the FrameCo Shadow Box Gauge a pan

shape can be easily made.

Instructions
Calculating the correct height of the shadow box

Pan Shadow Box

1. Start by selecting one of the angles on the gauge, and work
out the border size required using the graph for this angle -
we recommend the 40' angle.

2. Measure the height of the object you are framing (e.g.
40mm). Locate the 40mm on the height ( h ) line of the
graph, follow the line through to the border width ( bw ) -
70mm - see graphs below. 

Please refer to the graphs to determine the border width and height for your project.

Calculating the blank or overall size of the mount. 

3. Multiply the border width measurement e.g. 70mm x 2, equals the border width for both sides,
add this to the size that you decided will be the base e.g. base = 200mm x 300mm.

a. ( 70mm x 2) = 140mm + 200mm = 340mm
( 70mm x 2) = 140 mm + 300mm = 440mm

Therefore the overall mount size will be 340mm x 440mm

4. On the back of the mat board mark off the 70mm border using a 2H pencil. As a guide place the
Mat Master Rule along the top line, place the Shadow Box Gauge against the edge of the rule,
and slide it along to the point where the two pencil marks intersect. Draw a new pencil line
from this intersecting point to the outside edge of the mat board - see fig 1.

5. Flip the Shadow Box Gauge over (upside down) and slide it along the rule to the opposite corner
and draw another line in this corner. Rotate the mat and repeat this on the other three sides of
the mat board - see fig 2,3, &4.

6. Using a very sharp knife cut out the wedge shapes that you have marked out in each corner. You
are still working on the back of the mat.

Next score a light fold line between the intersections on all four sides but only lightly score it
- see fig 5.

7. To get the cleanest and neatest fold use a Groovemaster  to cut a fine V-Groove on the front
side of the mat, this will remove enough material to allow a very neat fold. For a little extra
effect you can color in the V-Groove with a slightly darker colored pen than the mat board.

8. Have the mat board face side up and gently bend the sides up into position and tape them
together from the back forming the Pan Shadow Box.

9. If you want ninety degree straight sides on your shadow box simply repeat the procedure above
BUT cut the corners out at right angles (ninety degrees). 

SHADOW BOX MAT
M A K E A
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What you will need:
1 x Artwork
1 x Mat Board with pre cut window
1 x Fome Core - backing board
1 x Gummed Cloth Tape
1 x Mounting Tape
1 x Trimming Knife
1 x Damp Cloth
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Mat Master™

Place the Shadow Box Gauge on the edge, and slide it
to the point were the two pencil marks cross over.

Mat Master™

Flip the Shadow Box Gauge over (upside down) and slide
it along the rule to the opposite corner and draw a line.

Mat Master™

Rotate the mount board and repeat steps 4 and 5 
on the remainig 3 sides.

Mat Master™

Using a sharp knife cut out
the wedge that appears in
the corners

fig.1

fig.2

fig.3

fig.4

fig.5
fo
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Use the
Groovemaster to
create the fold line
on the base.

Tape up the corners

Attach your memorabillia
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What you will need:
1 x Artwork
1 x Mat Board with precut window
1 x Backing Board 
1 x Vacu-Bag
1 x All purpose glue
1 x Sponge Roller
1 x Domestic Vacuum Clearner

Difficulty Rating:

+++++

PROJECT:  #25252

#13003    FrameCo Vacu-Bag

#13301    General Purpose Glue x 500ml
#13311    Canvas/Photo Glue x 500ml

For mounting down prints, posters, photographs and wood veneers.  The Vacu-Bag is regarded as

the ideal method for trouble free mounting as it achieves wrinkle and bubble free glue mounting

without touching or rubbing the surface of the artwork or veneer.

The FrameCo Vacu-Bag is a reliable and economical

alternative to the more expensive professional mounting

presses. The flexible nature of the Vacu-Bag enables pressure

to be applied to curved or uneven surfaces, such as when

mounting medals, fabric liners or shaped veneered objects.

The FrameCo Vacu-Bag can be rolled up and stored away

when not in use, saving on valuable workshop space.  The

FrameCo Vacu-Bag comes complete with internal pyramid

mat, all air fittings and it can be operated using a  standard

household vacuum cleaner or a separate vacuum pump.

Instructions
1. Place artwork onto the backing board and with a pencil

place a registration mark at the corners. Remove the

artwork and evenly apply glue to the backing board

within the registration marks, with a sponge roller - work

quickly to avoid dry spots.

2. Place a Cover Sheet over the artwork to prevent any

excess glue sticking to the inside of the Vacu-Bag.

Cover Sheets can be Brown Paper or Butchers paper, but

DO NOT use Newspaper, as the ink may rub off onto your

artwork.

3. Place the backing board, now carrying the glued artwork

and cover sheet, into the vacuum bag.

4. Fold under the open edge of the bag to seal it.  Switch

on the vacuum cleaner. Trapped air is rapidly drawn out

by the vacuum, creating a high, even pressure across the

whole surface of the board, pressing the artwork down

firmly and flattening out any bubbles and creases.

5. Once full vacuum has been reached the item can be

removed from the bag.  This may take 30 - 60 seconds.

Note: Space saving vacuum bags available from Hardware

stores are not suitable as they ‘crush’ the contents.

Suggestions:

1. Thin papers, dark coloured artwork, and glossy paper

tends to be more difficult to glue down.

2. Do Not Glue items over 40 x 50cm (20 x 16”) onto Fome

Core as bubbles, due to delamination, might occur -

original artwork should not be glued down, but should be

hinged with acid free tape.

Place cover sheet over artwork to protect
the Vacu-Bag from excess glue.

fig.3

Place artwork onto the backing board
between the registration marks.

fig.2

Remove the air from the bag with the
Vacuum Cleaner, the vacuum pressure
flattens out all bubbles and creases.

fig.5

Place the artwork onto a firm backing
board then insert into the Vacu-Bag.

fig.4

Apply the glue to the back of the artwork
with the sponge roller

fig.1

VACU-BAG
U S E  A
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